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one finds in many departments the intellectual enthusiasm
which is associated with that kind of teaching.
Although advanced work at the university may be in the
best tradition of academic life, the first two years of the
university course are less conducive to intellectual
enthusiasm. Every student in a faculty takes exactly the
same course. Lectures are compulsory. Homework is
prescribed. Discipline is strict. A substantial part of the
course is occupied by Marxism-Leninism and military
training, both, of course, obligatory subjects. Here are
two typical first-year programmes:—
 (a)	In the Biological faculty:—Mathematics, inorganic
and organic chemistry, physics, biology, geology, one
foreign language, military training, Marxism-Leninism,
Stalin constitution.
 (b)	In the Chemical faculty:—Mathematics, general
chemistry,   physics,   one   foreign   language,   military
training, Marxism-Leninism, Stalin constitution.
There are at least thirty-six lectures a week, and no
practical work until the end of the academic year, when
there is a ' small practical' (mail prakticum) of one month,
six hours a day. The lectures are given two at a time, ia
doublets of forty-five minutes each separated by an interval
of fifteen minutes.1
In the third year the student (subject to the approval of
the professor) selects his 'kdfedra*. He works mainly
at his speciality, and takes courses in other departments as
his professor -directs. The year is spent mainly in the
lecture theatre, but at the end there is a * large practical *
(bolshoi prakticwri) which extends full time over two months
1 The time-table for the biological faculty in the first year is:—
Military training   .       .   6 hrs.     Physics and mathematics   6 hrs.
Maixism-Leninism        .   6   „      Biology and geology     .   6 „
Foreign language .       .   6   „      Chemistry    .       .       .   6 „
This is mild.   In some faculties at Moscow University there are as
many as forty-six hours a week devoted to compulsory lessons.
(Vestnik Vysshei Shkoly, No, 2, August 1945.)

